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The term Renaissance, which derives from the word «rebirth», appeared to designate 
the artistic manifestations of the 15th and 16th centuries that sought to recover 
the ideaL of beauty and proportion taking inspiration from the ancient Greek and 
Roman classic arts . 

In music, however, this return to the past did not take place. There was no rebirth 
(because the music from Antiquity was unknown) nor a break with the past, but a 
stylistic evolution that began in the period of the Ars Nova. 

Humanism was the cuLtural movement that marked the whole Renaissance. After a 
long period of theocentrism, mankind turned back to look at itself. 1t took an interest 
in appearances, nature, the cultivation of arts and the expression of feelings. 

In this context, music was one of the privileged arts. The figure of the composer 
carne out of anonymity and acquired great social importance. At the same time, 
the appearance of the printing press made the spreading of music easier. 
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During the Renaissance, the Church underwent some internal turmoil 
that broke the unity of Christianism. New Protestant religions looked 
for new forms for their liturgy. 

The Catholic Church reacted against Protestantism with the so called 
Counter-Reformation, and continued with its rich musical tradition. 

• The Protestant Reformation 

In Germany, Martin Luther broke away with Rome in the year 1510, 
establishing Protestantismo Luther considered music the most impor
tant thing after theology. His high musical training (he was a com
poser and flutist) allowed him to create the chorale, main musical 
form of his church. 

The Protestant chorale is a simple composition, often based on pop
ular melodies. It is usually written for four voices and in German, with 
a homophonic texture. These characteristics made it easy for the con
gregation to participate in the singing, and made the chorale the 
hymn ofthe Protestant religion. 

• The English Reformation 

In England, Henry VIII broke away with Rome in the year 1534, creat
ing the Anglican Church, and proclaimed himself the head of it. This 
rupture caused the decline of English religious music, which elimi
nated the mass and used only the anthem for religious services. 

The anthem or Anglican hymn is a composition similar to the motet, 
written for four voices and in English. 

• The Catholic Counter-Reformation 

The Catholic Church kept the Gregorian chant as the official singing of 
the Church, but also developed polyphony, which reached its utmost 
splendor. 

The motet was the most important form of religious polyphony. In 
Latin and brief, it avoided the previous counterpoint complexity, be
cause the role of music in the Church «was not to please the ear, but 
to help the devoted heighten their souls towards God». 

The mass was a compound musical form, result of putting together 
all the pieces ofthe liturgy (which can be composed as a motet or by 
means of different techniques of imitation and variation). 

The most important composers of the Counter-Reformation were 
Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina (1525-1594), Orlando di Lasso (1531
1594) and the Spanish Cristóbal Morales (1500-1553) and Tomás Luis 
de Victoria (1548-1611). 
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Martin Luther 
(1483-1546) 

Luther initiated the Protestant 
Reformation beca use he disa

greed with the sale of indul
gences and the abuses of the 
Catholic Church. 

Henry VIII 
(1491-1547) 

Henry VIII founded the Anglican 
Church beca use the Pope 
Clement VII denied his divorce 
with Catharine of Aragon, the 

first of his seven wives. 
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,~__ ~ 2 Secular vocal music 

Secular vocal music became more and more important in relation to reli
gious vocal music. Musical forms varied depending on the country and 
evolved bound to the poetry of the time, dealing with all kinds of subjects 
regarding humans and their emotions. 

2.1 . In Italy: madrigal 
Italian vocal form for four or five voices, with compound polyphonic texture. 
This music tries to reflect the sense and meaning of the text by using expres
sive elements known as «madrigalisms». 

The most important composers were Orlando di Lasso (1531-1594), Cario 
Gesualdo(1560-1630) and Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643). 

2.2. In France: chanson 
French vocal form with polyphonic texture and usually with instrumental ac
companiment.lt has a descriptive character and it often uses musical onomato
poeias like the singing of birds, natural effects, urban, hunt or war scenes, etc. 

The most representative composers were Josquin des Prez (1440-1521) and 
Clément Janequin (1485-1558). 

2.3. In Spain: romance, villancico, ensalada 
In Spain, secular vocal polyphony had a strong popular character, which 
provided European music with a completely original repertoire, based on 
traditional melodies, danceable melodies, syllabic style and simple homo
phonic textures. 

The main typical Spanish song forms were the romance, the villancico and 
the ensalada. 

• Romance 

It is a narrative strophic song about historic and legendary matters or about 
social events. 


The strophic structure of the song corresponds to a melody made up of four 

different musical phrases, which are equally repeated in each of the four vers

es of the strophe. 


• The villancico 

Usually made up of four voices with simple homophonic texture, it follows 
a text structured in choruses and coplas*. Its main characteristic is that the 
last verses of the copla act as a «volta», repeating the melody of the chorus. 

• The ensalada 

It is a song composed for four or five voices that consists of mixing different 
genres, forms and text in a single composition.lt also puts together mocking 
and serious subjects. 

The most representative composers of Spanish secular music were Juan del 
Enzina (1469-1529), Francisco de Peñalosa (1470-1528), Mateo Flecha «the 
Elder» (1483-1553) and Juan Vázquez (1500-1560). 
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Mixed quartet 

Secular vocal music is also based 

on polyphony and uses the mixed 

quartet as its most frequent 
grouping.lt is made up ofextreme 

female and male voices: soprano, 
contralto, tenor and bass. 

Copla~ it usually consists of 

four verses (of no more than 8 
syllables), of four lines each. 

The singing of «villains» 

The name «villancico» refers to the 

popular singing of«villains», name 

that people bound to land and 

lord received. 

Over time, the villancico incorpo

rated rel igious subjects and began 
to be sung in churches regarding 
Christmas, giving birth to the song 

genre that we know nowadays 

(Christmas ca rol). 

http:grouping.lt
http:composition.lt
http:companiment.lt


Instrumental music 


During the Renaissance, composers got more and more interested in 
instrumental music (isolated until then). Instruments and their tech
niques were improved and, for the first time, some specific con:'posi
tions for instruments appeared. 

The Church continued with his prohibition of the use of instruments, 
linked to pagan cults «dangerous» for the congregation. So, instru
mental music had to evolve in the secular sphere. 

On the one hand, it still served as accompaniment for secular vocal 
music. On the other, a true instrumental music appeared, independ
ent from singing and its texts. 

Since this moment, music, which used to be improvised or performed 
by heart, began to be written down. However, improvisation contin
ued being deeply rooted and would later have its reflection in the 
different ornamentation and variation techniques, typical of many 
forms of instrumental music. 

3.1. Instrumental forms 

Most of the instrumental forms of the Renaissance respond to three 
basic types of composition: 

• Adapted pieces from vocal works 

They keep the typical structure and texture of the original vocal forms, 
but adapted for instruments. The ricercare (derived from the motet) 
and the canzona (derived from the chanson) belong to this type. 

• Pieces based on improvisation 

They can be improvised upon a given melody or «cantus firmus», or 
the music can be freely made up. The fantasia and the toccata (piec
es in which the composer completely develops his creativity), belong 
to this type. 

• Pieces based on variation 

The composer starts with a simple theme that is later repeated with 
different modifications. Variations can be made by transforming the 
original material (changes of melodic-rhythmic designs) or by adding 
new things. 

This variation form received the name «differences» in Spain. It often 
used popular melodies or themes borrowed from other composers. 

The most prominent composers of instrumental music were Andrea 
Gabrielli (1510-1586) and Giovanni Gabrielli (1557-1612), John Dow
land (1563-1626), Luis de Narváez (1499-1555) and Antonio de Ca
bezón (1510-1566). 
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The tablature 

Instrumental music gave room for 
new notation symbols like the ta
blature, which shows the compo
ser (by means of numbers, letters 
or note values) how to make the 
required sound. 
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Borrowed melodies 

The use of pre-existing melodies, 
usually taken from the popular 
sphere, was a common recourse 
of which almost all composers 
took advantage. 

These melodies served as a base 
for the composition as «cantus 
firmus» upon which polyphony 
was built, or as a starting theme 
for the elaboration of improvised 
variations. 
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3.2. Instruments 

The concept of orchestra as a stable group did not exist in group mu
sic yet. That is why instruments were not specified on the score and 
the pieces were performed according to the available means of the 
occasion. 

Instrument families were divided into two categories depending on 
sound power and not on their timbric or performing similarities: 

- Haut* music: formed by instruments with great sound power. These 
were groups intended for outdoor performances or public events. 

- Bas* music: formed by instruments of 50ft sound intensity. These 
were groups intended for indoor performances. 

The favorite solo instruments were plucked string instruments (lute 
and vihuela) and keyboard instruments (organ and harpsichord), all 
of them polyphonic. 

The number of wind instruments increased and many of them were 
built in families of different sizes in order to cover the complete tes
situra of voices. 

Haut: loud 
Bas: quiet 

Beginnings of 
organology 

The first serious attempt to study 
instruments was the treatise by 
the German composer and theo
rist Michael Praetorius (1571-1620) 
called Syntagma musicum, which 
describes the instruments of the 
time and how to play them. 

ACTIVITIES 

1. Look at the pictures of the main Renaissance instruments and indicate the complete classification of 

each one of them. 

Serpent 

Crumhorn 

Spinet 

Chirimia 

Flute Viola da gamba Organ 
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4 Dance in the Renaissance 


Dance was one of the favorite entertainments of nobility. It counted 

on one of the most important repertoires of instrumental music. Popular dance and 


courtly dance
The need of composing danceable music conditioned its structur~. 


The steps forced musical phrases to be regular, so that the move

Popular dances were transformed 

ments could be clearly marked. Therefore, dance music was charac into social dances, used as enter
terized by the use of short and symmetric phrases, with clear cadenc tainment by nobility. That is how 
es, strong rhythms and frequent repetitions. the differentiation between pop

ular folkloric dance (danced by• Dance pairs 
ordinary people) and courtly or 

Dances used to be presented in contrasting pairs, with a first dance ballroom dance (danced by nobil 
of steps in a binary rhythm and slow tempo, and then a second dance i,ty) started. 

with spins and jumps, faster and in a ternary rhythm. 

One of the most famous dance pairs was the combination of pavane 

and galliard. Both ofthem were written thematically related. 


- The pavane was a processional dance with a slow and ceremonious 

binary rhythm. It usually had three parts. AII of them were repeated 

twice. 


- The galliard was a lively dance with a ternary rhythm. Composed 

upon the pavane, it responded to the same structure but with a 

more demanding choreography. 


In the 15th century, the first masters of dance appeared. They estab

lished the rules and the precise steps by teaching courtiers and 

writing manuals with the choreography and the music of fashiona

ble dances . 


• The origin of ballet 


The connection between the dramatic arts and the court caused the 

introduction of dance into theatre. It started developing as an art in 

itself under some very strict rules. 


Since that moment we have been able to 

talk about two different dance genres: so

cial dance (which brought success and 

some trends that lasted for some time) 

and dance theatre, which gave birth to 

today's ballet. 


The first ballet in history was the Ballet 

comique de la Reine, at the request of 

Catherine de' Medici for the betrothal of 

the duke of Joyeuse with Margarida de 

Lorena and represented in Paris in 1581. 

Performed by amateur nobles, it was the 

first spectacle that combined music, po

etry, decoration and dance on a single 


l' Dance in the court of Henry III held in the wedding ceremony between the stage. 
duke of Joyeuse and Margarida de Lorena (September the 24th , 1581). 
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To sum up 

lhe sound of the Renaissance 
The music of the Renaissance is much more natural and expressive than the 

music from the Middle Ages.lt makes use of simple forms and proportions, and 
it adds 50ft consonances of 3rd and 6th • 

Homophonic texture tends towards a vertical conception of the chords; and 

counterpoint texture links different melodies in a continuous and even way. 

Secular music becomes as important as religious music, and instrumental music 
is born, using group instruments in families of different sizes and tessitura. 

The Renaissance was a period that 

lasted from the 15th to the 16th 

centuries. Unlike the rest of arts, its 

music did not return to the classic 

models. It evolved taking the previous 

Ars Nova as its basis. 

Religious vocal music reflected the 

division of the Church. The chorale was 

the hymn of Luther's Protestant Church; 

and the anthem the Anglican religious 

formo The Catholic Counter-Reformation 

based its music on the expressive clarity 

of the text, taking polyphony to its peak 

with the motet. 

Instrumental music beca me 

independent from singing. Specific 

instrumental pieces, based on the 

adaptation of vocal works and on the 

techniques of improvisation and 

variation, began to appear. 

Instrumental families were classified, 

according to intensity, in Haut or Bas 

music. The most important solo 

instruments were the lute, the vihuela, 

the organ and the harpsichord. 

Under the influence of Humanism, the 

composer looked for the freedom of his 

creation. Music acquired a great social 

prestige at the service of different 

religions and the flashiness of the high 

class. 

Secular vocal music developed several 

forms of song depending on the 

country: in Italy the madrigal, in France 

the chanson, and in Spain, simpler and 

more popular forms like the vi.llancico, 

the romance and the ensalada. 

.~----------------------------~ 

Dance was widely accepted, and it 


contributed to the development of 


instrumental music. 


We distinguish two types of dances: 

- social dance, with the dance pair 


composed of the pavane and the 

galliard. 

- dance theatre, which made room for 

ballet. 
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